CDB Import
TerraTools Plug-in

About CDB Import

The CDB Import plug-in for TerraTools imports geospatial data and
model content from the Common Database (CDB) format. The CDB
data can then be processed and edited alongside other TerraTools
supported import formats. The resulting high-fidelity terrain can then
be exported to 12 different runtime formats.

Project Preparation

▷▷Import geospatial data and model content from CDB versions 2.1,
3.0, and 3.2
▷▷Use the built-in OmniWizard support to automate project creation
▷▷Preserve all source CDB data and model attribution

VBS Terrain Created from CDB Data

Layer Import

▷▷Import elevation data, satellite imagery, raster and vector surface
materials, geo-specific and geo-typical models, road, railroad,
powerline, and hydrography networks
▷▷Import sublayers including bathymetric data, seasonal imagery,
vegetation, airports, and man-made features
▷▷Define extents for importing sub-regions of data
▷▷Define resolution or Level of Detail (LOD) of satellite imagery

Data Processing & Export

▷▷Automatic recognition and use of common source CDB vector
attribution to supplement data processing in TerraTools
▷▷Edit imported CDB vector data layers
▷▷Add additional vector data, model content, elevation data, and
satellite imagery to further enhance the terrain
▷▷Create and export correlated terrain to supported constructive,
visual, and serious game runtime formats including JCATS, JSAF,
OneSAF, OpenFlight, OpenSceneGraph, Steel Beasts Pro, VBS
(VBS2, VBS3, VBS IG) and more
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About TerraSim

TerraSim, a Bohemia Interactive Simulations company, is a leading
technology company that specializes in the development of
advanced software solutions to automate terrain generation and
geospatial source data preparation. Our products are designed to
be flexible, scalable, and compatible by continuing to support the
widest range of visual, constructive, and serious game runtimes in
the military simulation and training industry. Our business model
encompasses the sale and support of commercial off-the-shelf
software, geospatial source data preparation and terrain generation
services, and advanced research and development.
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